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April

Announcements

News and Announcements Page 05

Wellness theme of  the month:  Co-
Occuring Disorders 

Bowl-A-Thon wi l l  be Apri l  30th
 12pm-3pm 
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EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION PAGE 08 

Education dinner on March 22nd. 



HOUSING AND MAINTENANCE

PAGE 09 COMMUNICATIONS, INTAKE & DATA

CID is organizing the upcoming Bowl-A-Thon event which

will be on April 30th 1-4 pm @ Jib Lanes 

The Coco Bean Cafe has officially reopened on March7, 2022. 

The HAM unit is working in the reception area to ensure that 

the new keyfob attendance system is working.

 

We've gained 12 new members across 2 orientations

in the month of March

The Camera Club is a new committee

started by CID that will teach members 

tips + tricks involving smartphone & digital cameras 
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Touch of ClaSS

MaRCH 1-4

March 7-11

March 14-18

March 21-25

March 28-31

2/21- chicken lo mein 
2/22- veggie omelet w/ home fries 
2/23- shepherd's pie w/ veggies 
2/24- veggie quesadilla 
2/25-potluck 

2/28 - bbq Chicken w/ potato salad
1/29- Veggie Pizza
1/30- baked ziti w/ garlic bread
1/31 - curry chicken w/ Rice 

3/28 - split pea soup w/ crackers 
 3/1- Three bean salad
3/2- fish tacos 
3/3- Pasta primavera w/ veggies
3/4-potluck 

3/7- chicken lo mein 
3/8- Mac & cheese w/ broccoli  
3/9- pepper steak w/ rice 
3/10- bean & cheese burrito 
3/11-potluck 

3/1 4- pumpkin lasagna w/ veggie side 
3/15-  lemon butter fish w/ rice     &
veggies 
3/16- veggie soup w/ grilled cheese 
3/17- corn beef w/ cabbage & potatoes
3/18- potluck 



VH  DA I LY  ZOOM  SCHEDULE

9 : 0 0  AM MORN I NG  MEE T I NG

ME E T I N G  I D :  9 9 5  9 3 4 5  2 6 3 0

1 0 : 1 5  AM

1 0 : 0 0  AM

C I D  -  VHQ

ME E T I NG  I D : 9 8 0  9 3 4 5  2 6 3 0

E & E  HUDD L E  -  VH S I

M E E T I N G  I D :  8 9 8  3 6 7 1  4 7 2 7

A S U  HUDD L E  -  VH S I

M E E T I N G  I D :  8 5 3  3 2 1 6  4 9 7 8

1 0 : 3 0  AM

KD R  HUDD L E  -  VH S I

C A L L  ( 4 2 5 ) 4 3 6 - 6 3 9 4  I D  6 7 9  0 0 2

1 : 3 0  PM
HAM / KD R  HUDD L E  -  VHQ

ME E T I NG  I D :  9 7 3  4 5 5 6  5 5 4 3

2 : 0 0  PM
E & E  HUDD L E  -  VH S I

M E E T I N G  I D :  8 9 8  3 6 7 1  4 7 2 7

DOWNLOAD  ZOOM  &  USE  THE  MEET ING  I D 'S  BELOW

OR  CALL  I N  TO  ALL  ZOOM  MEET INGS

D IAL :  +1  646 -558 -8656

ENTER  THE  ZOOM  MEET ING  I D  FOLLOWED  BY  ' # '

Virtual Unit Page 11 
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CLUBHOUSE
SOCIAL EVENTS

Wed, April 6th 

Tues, April 12th

Tues, April19th

Sat, April 9th Sun, April 24th

Thur, April 21st

Tues, April 26th

Ping Pong 
Night

Bowling

Jamaica
Movies

Karaoke

Mini Golf

Art Night

Billiards



Bowling Them Over

On March 5th, Adria and Matt took a big group of members,
including myself, bowling at Jib Lanes. 

Richard David had the highest score of 136 in the 1st game.
Tyan had the highest score of 137 in the 2nd game. That score

was her personal high.
A few members such as Carlos, Ranveer, Rafael and Michael

came along for moral support. 
Everyone should join on the 1st Saturday of every month. It

only costs $7 for 2 games and shoes which are optional.
Everybody always has a good time.

 
*We are planning a bowl-a-thon within the coming months.

Everyone who participates will get a special t-shirt for the
event. Bowlers can also win prizes for the most spares, strikes,

scores, form and more! 
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The Ride

I enjoyed the ride to Dave and Buster.
 I saw nice houses. 

I enjoyed the ride and the  blue sky in Westbury, Long Island. 
We passed USBC Arena  and the food prices were very expensive.

 I had no money toeat there. 
I still had fun enjoying the game. 

I played the games for like 15 minutes each game.
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New Staff- Tyra Jones

Tyra Jones Page 15

Hi—I was named after a famous rising supermodel
solely because my mother needed a name that
matched with my older brother’s which started with a T.
Personally, I would’ve preferred a more unique name,
but I guess that’s done, right?  

True uniqueness is my experience so far at Venture
House. The clubhouse motto of including members and
staff in side-by-side work was a novel approach that
drew me in. To work in a place that values a partnership
with the very communities that they serve has changed
my perception of how we, as a society, address mental
health. 

I have always been interested in psychology and mental
health, but also saddened by the lack of resources
made available to those struggling with it. There are
barriers like cost, extensive waitlists, and miseducation
that keep communities of poor people and/or POC from
being able to get the care that they need. I aspire to one
day provide accessible mental health care to those
marginalized communities as well as create a platform
for psychological education.    



WRAP by Seth Margolies Page 16

WHOLE HEALTH ACTION MANAGEMENT
Learn the 10 areas of whole health and how each

one affects your physical and mental health 

Set personal health goals

Strive for and meet your personal health goals 

Monitor your health goals and maintain motivation 

Receive and give support to other group members

Learn more about recovery and we’ll-being as part

of the weekly peer support program

 



INGREDIENTS:

N O W  S E R V I N G

Food Page 17

TO MAKE: Flautas
By Consuelo Ariza-Lima

Tortillas

Lettuce

Cheese

Salsa Verde

Sour Cream

 Make a taco with cheese
Fry the taco

Chop the lettuce
Put 3 tacos in a plate and place toppings 

Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
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I am so thankful that I have the opportunity to
virtually participate in the mural arts project at
Venture House. 
We are brainstorming ways on how we could
visualize an image and convey a message to our
community, that we should be seen as who we are
and we shouldn’t be stigmatized.  
People with mental illnesses are still people. We are
smart, intentional and thoughtful artist. We are not

a smear on the community; we are a beautiful
asset. We have a wonderful, sensitive and

thoughtful community and cannot be seen just as
people with mental illness. We have strengths and
we are strong together. Watch us break through

the barrier of stigma and do not consider us
outsiders; see us in the way we are. 

Update About The Mural Arts Project 
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We are coming up with a beautiful design which
shows light shining through obscurity and iridescent

eyes. 
 It’s a wonderful project and it has been progressing

strongly. 
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My Take On Women's History Month
 There are so many things to think about when being a
woman. We as women want to make sure that we are
breaking glass ceilings and not being stigmatized.
Worrying about being excluded in any situation or
having to make a point of what we can do as a female.
Did you not get the job or did they think of you a
certain way simply because you are a woman? 
 There is a double standard that we can’t fight against
or try to cancel culture our way out of it. So many
times, a woman is assumed to be too emotional. People
think she won’t be able to handle the pressure of doing
the task. How many times have we heard that a
woman is too aggressive if she tries to assert herself?
If a man becomes assertive, he is thought to be acting
like a leader.  
 When  I  first started on  my  career path. Women 
 were breaking assumptions  that if  they  were
married , they  couldn’t  be invested in  having a  career
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 As soon as you start having babies, your responsibility
should be focused on being a housewife and a mother,
not a working girl. It is true that if a woman advances in
her career, people assume that she slept with the boss
to get her way up to the top. People also assume that
if the lady is caught after hours alone in the office, she
is not working but sleeping with the boss. She is
ambitious and is willing to do anything to advance her
career. Guys can have their way with females in
exchange for higher paying jobs.  
 Consciousness raised as the women’s Me Too
movement progressed. Many of us have fought
discrimination and succeeded barriers, however we still
have a long way to go for equal rights and pay. It
should not be so surprising that women have invented
things and done so much to contribute to the world.
Just give us the chance to prove that we as females
can do anything men can do.  



HISTORY
Women's

Women's History Month is celebrated every March. It is
to honor the contributions women have made
throughout history. Women's History Month actually
began as Women's History Week in 1978. This
celebration was declared by the Education Task Force on
the Status of Women, which had been organized in
California. Women's Week was to correspond with
International Women's Day, which is March 8th. 

By 1980 the National Women's History Project lobbied
for Women's Week to be recognized nationally.
President Jimmy Carter issued the first presidential
proclamation, which declared the week of March 8th 
 National Women's History Week. By 1987, Congress
designated March to be Women's History Month and
requested the President to proclaim this each year.

Rita Menhennett Page 22 



MIDNITE R   SE

 Career, or present job
issues, aka money. 
Relationship issues aka
romance issues are the
general, such as “Will I
meet my significant other?”
etc. Remember anything
asked as predictive is
based on trends. 

 

A general card reading may be
much more difficult but for
myself it is usually accurate.
However, when this does
happen I then ask the querent
to ask specific questions. I
interpret if asked the usual
most people ask about:  

1.

2.

An easier reading is – if
included, astrology signs which
would include birthdates – are
a big help. Astrology is
generalized but in a reading
astrology charts ARE A BIG
HELP to individualize a read. 

Midnite Rose by Eloise Ockert Page 23 

March 2022

There are thousands of decks one can
choose from to do a reading. Either for
yourself or others. It is not advised to
do a full reading for one’s self, as if one
does you can not be objectionable to
the read. You can, however, do a one
day read for yourself when you are up
in the morning: You shuffle your
chosen deck and choose one card.
Focus on the card to see how your day
will go. Concentrate fully even if it
means to light a white candle while
focusing. Just focus on the light of the
candle and the ideas will flow to you. 

The pictorial symbols are as definitive
as the psychiatric symbolism shown in
The Rohr shack test. The pictures
shown on tarot cards have infinitive
definitions as the questions of the
individual querent. 

The Meaning Of Tarot Cards ***



A series of unexplained
negative emotions and bad
energy randomly flooding
your day 8's a common sign 
A streak of bad luck is also a
common sign that one has
been impacted by a psychic
attack.

 

This will protect you from psychic
attacks. 

1.

2.

(This can be subtle, clumsy events
like spilling coffee, then bumping
into people, losing your keys, or
even your credit card(s) The events
can even be more extreme like
using your job or even as bad as
being in a car accident,
Experiencing a series of such
negative events one after the other
is usually a sure sign of psychic
attack). 
    3.Nightmares and Paranoia 

       (Paranoia NOT associated
with Mental Illness) 

Uneasy feelings and dreams.
One might have nightmares  

Experience unsettling and scary
events as you go about your day.
Watched and terrors that involve

 

 

Astrology signs when asking
about specific people,
including children, make the
reading clearer to interpret.

The one problem you may run
into is when a person does
what is termed as ‘psychic
hopping.’ This is what this is: A
person goes from psychic to
psychic, whether tarot reads,
astrology reads or even energy
reads looking for the answer
that the querent wants rather
than what is. This is dangerous
to the querent as it really
opens your aura and can
cause a lot of confusion
psychically and spiritually. The
way to close your aura, and I
believe I mentioned this in
other articles, is to pour a
strong amount of sea salt in
your bath water. If you just
shower, than pour a bit over
your head and shoulders and 
 let it pour through your body
and let the water melt the sea
salt in.

Midnite Rose by Eloise Ockert Page 24



 

on.There was a Lane Bryant
store, at that time, in the mall.

However, psychic hopping is
the worse. One long read is
good for 6 months. Of course
asking for a lite reading
occasionally as something is
going on etc is fine but the
bathing/showering is still
recommended. 

Here are some
pictorial ways to read
cards: 

 

being attacked by someone, or
followed or feeling jumpy as if
you have been touched or
poked by someone who is not
physically there…then a
general uneasiness about your
surroundings, child,
goosebumps, negative vibes
from people around you even
loved ones. 
To avoid this the best
sol8ution is sea salt baths or
showers. Lighting white sage in
your environment and your
body. If utilizing incense
lavender is best. 
These methods will close your
aura. 
These are also good to utilize
when you come home or the
next morning before you go
out as you gather negativity in
the street, on buses, subways
etc. People angry or arguing
etc. Those energies invade
your space and this is the way
to rid your aura of them.

Midnite Rose by Eloise Ockert Page 25



 

The Celtic Cross Spread is the
easiest spread for a beginner
to work with. When one
purchases a deck the
definitions of the cards are
included and shows this
spread. After a while working
with this particular spread you
will be curious and do internet
search or book search which
will show more complex
spreads. The most popular
deck to work with is The Rider
Waite Deck. 

Midnite Rose by Eloise Ockert Page 26 

***



We are the 1st team + family in the world. We
work together as one and we work amazingly as
great individuals. We get the job done in
spectacular ways. We have and see a vision. We
are on a mission to get the community back to
where it can be and where it should be. We
believe that each person has a voice and that we
can express ourselves in positive ways. We can
communicate and converse in an assertive and
respectable ways. We matter. We make the
dream team work in possible ways.
Everybody has an impact and puts their opinions
and suggestions in conversations and house-
wide discussions. Everyone is a winner and is
special and unique in their own awesome ways.
Everyone's thoughts, beliefs and ideas are
respected equally in our community. Continue
to believe in yourself and you can achieve all of
your dreams and goals. 

Natellie Philip Page 27 



 

           Teams that are disappointing: 

Michigan state: They turn the ball over way so
many times because they ignored behind the back
and pass the ball. 

Illinois: Up and down on both ends. 

Ohio State: They have the guards that can knock
down 3’s, but defense is a question mark. 
Villanova: They are an outside shooting veteran
team, but defense may disappoint in the
tournament. Without collin gillespie, the little
engine point that could, it would be worse. He’s
their go to guy, true pg and a leader.  
LSU: watch their defense, it’s up and down. They do
have the guards and they can run fast break. 
 

College Basketball Word Of Advice: The Cheat Sheet &
Filling out Brackets  (pt.2)

Steve Ho Page 28



Texas A and M aggies: Buzz Williams is their head
coach there. Run run and run all the time here
comes small ballll...especially the guards. Defense
however is never mind...but defense finds way to
stink up the joint anyway (oh my god it smells!). 
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As March rolls around 
So does the end of the tournament

The favorite teams to win
Will either be the Midwest
Or the Eastern conference

As of now the teams that are
Left are from the Western conference

And the Eastern conference
At the end of the season

The two teams left will be 
Murray State and Gonzaga 
Two teams will make it a 

Tremendous season 
And the West will take it all 

Who knows who will win
But as of now

Chances for the favorite to win it all
Looks slim

The season looks dim
For both teams but

The end of the tournament will tell it all.

ARMANDO B PAGE  30

March Madness



IT IS ST.PATRICK'S DAY
IT IS A FESTIVE HOLIDAY

THERE IS A VENTURE HOUSE
MEMBER NAMED TRISH

IT IS CELEBRATED
BY THE IRISH

I LIKE THE ACTOR
BEN VEREEN

MANY PEOPLE WEAR GREEN
THERE WAS A BASEBALL PLAYER

NAMED STEVE BRAUN
A SYMBOL OF THIS DAY

IS A LEPRECHAUN
WE NEVER HAD A MAID

THERE IS ALWAYS A PARADE
ANOTHER WORD FOR THIN

IS LEAN
IT IS ON MARCH 17

I NEVER OWNED A GUN
ON ST. PATRICK'S DAY

MANY PEOPLE HAVE
A LOT OF FUN . 
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St. Patrick's DaySt. Patrick's DaySt. Patrick's Day   
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I was just starting my day and in a Zoom meeting. I was
happy and feeling exhuberant. 
My voice carries and in the moment I spoke up.   
My loud voice, sometimes triggers my younger son. He
had an outburst and I wanted to quiet and calm him. I
gave him my attention and did not mute myself on Zoom
i just did not get the chance as I hurriedly tended to my
son. It is true that he spoke harshly and I am sorry I did
not mute and that it disturbed meeting. I did come back
to meeting and focused on the meeting and did
apologize. People were disturbed that I had not muted 
 myself and had disturbed meeting, but they were also
concerned for me. Someone expressed concern for me
and hoped that  I was ok and that he should not talk that
way.  However I believe that it is important to see his side
of the story and hear him and not just react. 
If we truly want to be advocates lets not judge. I am told
I should not "let" him talk to me like that. I need to let him
if he needs to because once he knows he is heard, he
stops and calms down right away. 
The fact of the matter is that this is also his house, the
only home he has ever known. When we "force" someone
to "behave", take a minute to take a deep breath and
take a step back and take in the total picture and think
about what you really truly want. This is one of the things
that  

My Inner Voice Keeps Me Calm  



makes me want to help. 
I have lived with both my sons their entire lives and
things have come a long way and the good outweighs
the bad.
I never want to be another statistic, I never want to be
another mother that buries a dead son if the police are
called and shoot my son for yelling because they
thought he had something in his hand. I am resigned to
fact that we will all live and heal and in my life with my
sons, I truly want to help them live to their best ability and
I want to  help build on their strengths. In a way it is us
being kind of in a clubhouse family method. I am trying
to help them build their strengths and that we all help and
pitch in. I want them to take care of themselves, build
their strengths and have a safe space. It is not always
easy to choose wellness but it is voluntary and we can't
force  it on each other. We have to try to make it what we
all want but it does not work in a power struggle, it has to
be voluntary  
My son did not break anything, did not harm himself and
after he yelled; he got very quiet and calmed down. He
knows he needs to get help and take care of himself. He
has a good heart and he is lively. If we try to bully
someone to get our way we don't win, we destroy. I will
not do that. I am ok and I am calm. I have my inner
peace. We will all be well.   
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When you wake up!
Rain is coming from the clouds!
Sun is shining on your face!
Changing of the seasons no matter what!
Birth of a child!
Animals in the nature!
Water all over the Earth!
Wind blowing over time!
People are all over the world!
Flowers growing from the ground!
Planting seeds in the ground that produces a garden!  

Brenda Wilson Page 34

Life



Winter Winds
February is gone goodbye

It is still cold in March
There can be a strong wind in March

At least the sun comes out in
March

There can be very cold days
Spring is a long time away

It is possible that snow could
Be on the way

A strong wind is to be expected 
This time of year

The wind and temperature vary,
This time of year 

The wind chill factor can
Make it feel colder
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Be your own person

Be the person who you are

Be the person who

Is yourself

Do not ever go in

Someone else's direction

Find your own footsteps

And follow them

Be able to speak your mind

Be able to assert yourself

RANDY L IBAN PAGE  36  

trive To Be Who You Are
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Columns

Unit Updates

Now Serving

Clubhouse News

Committee updates

Humans of Venture House

Community Spotlight

Midnight Rose

Member Submissions

 Arts and Poetry

 Sports

to submit an article for next months newsletter, please email
matt or rita, or speak to your worker 

a column to inform the
community of upcoming events
and announcements 

a column to update the
community on unit-specific
activities and projects

a column to update the community
on committee-specific activities
and projects

a column to share delicious recipes
- breakfast, lunch, dinner, dessert,
midnight snacks… all are welcome!  

a column to share a little bit about
what makes you, YOU! please
provide a small photo to accompany
your interview/story.

a column to share  community
locations that are special to you,
or those that you think will help
our community members 

a column to share  stories, ideas,
or experiences. 

a column by Eloise Ockert - 

what’s going on in sports world?!
I don’t know either… but lots of
our members do! read on for
more. 

a free space to express yourself in
creative ways  


